EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS: SaloneUfficio 2011 - 12.17 April
PAV. 24 Stand E02, these are our references to the next SaloneUfficio inside
the International Furniture Exhibition of Milan at Rho Fair.
An international event (closed to about 300,000 visits during the last edition)
within which we shall exhibit our latest new products as regards seating for
communities.
All OLA collection, comfortable and functional but at the same time elegant
seats will be exhibited and we shall propose them in 5 colour variants and in the
different models (including the bench for waiting rooms).
Besides, there will be an exclusive preview of the brand new Vale Cantilever.

PRODUCT NOVELTY: Vale, a harmony of shapes
Vale (design by Perin & Topan) is a seating with a harmonic silhouette
made up of clean and never rigid essential lines for a sober elegance aiming at
reducing the unnecessary.
The frame is made of chrome steel wire providing elasticity and very high
resistance to stress. The armrests are one with the supporting structure, their
fastening, in fact, is with hidden screws.
Being ideal for waiting rooms, offices and public areas in general for its
style thanks to which it may be assembled in any environment, the seating is
proposed in the following versions:
- Iron rod sled with or without armrests and in the models with writing tablet and
linking device.
- Cantilever base (or sled) made of 25 diameter Asform tube (novelty)
It is available in the basic colours of white and anthracite (wide range of colours
upon request), it is easily stackable and it may be transported up to 20 units
by means of the special handy trolley.
Vale is available also in the fire retardant version class 1.
Bericoplast products are completely manufactured in Italy with 95% recyclable
materials.
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